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Abstract: Panchakarma is one of the most emerging part of Ayurveda and is globally 

recognized as best treatment modality in many major diseases. Biopurification i.e. 

Panchakarma (Shodhana)is a therapeutic procedure which removes the disease from its 

root cause. It consists of essentially 5 Karmas. It includes Vamana, Virechana, Basti, 

Raktamokshana and Nasya.Intheconditions where the modern medicine fails, the one and 

only solution is Panchakarma(Shodhana)i.e. Biopurification, Today the Biopurification or 

Panchakarma(Shodhana) is like a hot cake in health industry right now and is very need of 

hour too. Acharya Charaka mentions diseases which treated with Biopurification will not 

recur so, in the world full of fast food, junk foods, toxin filled environment for a better 

today and future one must go through atleast seasonal regimens i.e. RithuShodhana to 

maintain their health prevent the upcoming disease as its told “Prevention is better than 

cure” and BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana) is best way to it. 
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Introduction 

BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana) is an intended process for purification of body by 

which morbid Doshasresponsible for diseases is expelled out in an ideal environment for 

proper function of body. It is needed in the present era because the world is full of toxin 

filled polluted environment and is getting destroyed by various i.e. globalization etc. In the 

21st century where the world is in tick of hours people are moving towards more 

advancement time saving are consuming internally instant packed junk foods air packed 

which is very bad for health, fruits and vegetables which has to be nutritious are grown by 

injecting chemicals and pesticides used to protect the yield is causing accumulation of 

toxins in the body, even the  environment is so much filled with the toxic gases, smoke from 

industrialization smoking by smokers is leading to air pollution the ozone layer is 

hampered leading to the air we breathe also taking our own life , the garbage’s improper 

bio waste management leading to water pollution in totally lifespan of human beings  is 

decreasing ,due to all improperAharaViharaVicharaAchara leading the Srotasare clogged 

and leading  to various diseases mainly can be said lifestyle diseases like obesity, diabetes, 

hypertension, dyslipidaemia etc. So to overcome this the only permanent solution and 

much needed is Panchakarmaor Biopurification (Shodhana) as the name say Panchameans 

5 and Karma is procedure and total can be told a detoxifying procedure which helps in 

cleansing and clearing Srotas(channels) and helping in proper functioning of body. 

BiopurificationPanchakarma (PanchaShodhana) 

Panchakarma(Shodhana)is comprising of internal procedures in whichDoshasare expelled 

out forcefully through the nearest possible route.1 

It comprises of 5 therapy mainly: 

Vamana Karma- therapeutic vomiting or emesis therapy which includes inducing vomiting.  

VirechanaKarma- therapy inducing therapeutic purgation or Catharsis therapy 

Basti Karma- enema therapy 

Nasya Karma- errhine therapy  

Raktamokshana Karma- bloodletting therapy 
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BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana) Importance and Comparison in Life 

It removes the UtklistaDoshas or diseases from its roots through nearest route and has 

upper edge in treating diseases compared to any modern treatment, it helps in 

maintenance of health treating and prevention of diseases as completely marks the 

definition of health or Swasthya according to Ayurveda. Since we know that prevention is 

better than cure so as everybody scared of dying or early death due to any health problems 

suddenly. Each and every person undergoes full body check-up atleast once in year to 

extend their life same way a person must undergo Biopurification or 

Panchakarma(Shodhana) which helps in maintenance of health. As one goes for vehicle 

servicing oiling or greasing also our body needs similar purification i.e. 

BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana).We know in our India there is seasonal festivals in 

which we do certain celebration by rules and regimens the same way in Ayurveda in 

Panchakarmaa same seasonal regimen and treatment in terms of Biopurification is 

mentioned .Classically the importance of Biopurification is told by Acharya Charakathat the 

Dosha pacified by Shodhananever recur but those pacified by LanghanaPachanamay recur 

also its told the by Shodhana2 the Doshasremoved from root as we know if plant destroyed 

from root never regrows due to lack of nutrition similarly the morbid  VikrutaDoshasof 

body. 

Considerations for BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana) 

In Ayurveda while going for any BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana) it’s very 

necessary to consider 8 factors mainly called Samikshya Bhavas they are Dosha, Aushadha, 

Desha, Kala, Satmya, Satwa, Vayaand Bala.3 

BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana) Indications and Benefits 

1. In Swasthyaas to prevent the diseases. 

2. Before administration of Rasayana and VajikaranaAushadhaas Poorva Karma  

It’s told in Ayurveda by Sushrutha Acharya that for proper 

RasayanaAsadharanaGunaPrapthii.e. Shodhanaof Shareerais an essential 

prerequisite for administration of Rasayanatherapy.4It helps in SrotoVishodhana, 
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BuddhiIndriyaSamprasada, and Agnivridhi, Pacifying diseases, Promotion of Bala, 

Varna5 

3. Prevention of KalajaRoga. 

4. Before administering Rasaushadhior ShamanaYogas helps in proper absorption of 

medicine. 

5. Before surgery in Ashmari. 

6. It is indicated in the Bahudosha Avastha6mainly Acharya Charakamentions without 

breaking boundary wall the pond cannot be dried so similarly the Doshasare expelled 

either in UtklistaAvasthaor after bringing to UtklistaAvastha. 

7. According to season or RithuShodhanato prevent diseases and maintenance of 

healthinVasanthaRithu the KaphaDosha is in UtklistaAvasthaand for this Vamanais 

indicated, in same way in VarshaRithuBastiis indicated as VataDoshais in 

UtklistaAvastha and in SharathRithuone must go for Virechana Karma and 

Raktamokshanaas Raktais in UtklistaAvastha. Nasyais indicated in morning for 

KaphaDoshaUtklistaAvastha, in midday for Pitta DoshaUtklistaAvasthaand evening for 

VataDoshaUtklistaAvastha.  

8. In emergency conditions like poisoning. 

 

Discussion  

Following seasonal regimens and undergoing PanchakarmaShodhanaor Biopurification 

removes the toxins accumulated by various factors in the body helps in maintenance of 

health and prevention of fore coming disease and also treat the disease from its root cause 

and stops the further spreading. It bestows happiness both to the patients and healthy 

persons by curing their diseases. 

Conclusion 

BiopurificationPanchakarma (Shodhana) is only way compared to any palliative medicine 

because they won’t easily subside the diseases, not only today but this 

BiopurificationPanchakarma(Shodhana) is like a hot cake in health industry also a very 

much need of hour too.  
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